
For businesses to thrive, your people also need to thrive. That's why

leaders need to move towards "The Great Inclusion," where the

emphasis is to leverage the power of diversity, equity, and inclusion

across your whole workforce. Those who do will win the war

for talent.

More organizations are realizing that contingent workers—such as

consultants and freelancers—hold a big opportunity when it comes to

advancing inclusion. 

That’s why Consciously Unbiased and HireTalent committed to

partnering with SIA to continue tracking where companies are in

terms of extending their DEI efforts to their contingent workforce

with our new report "The Future of Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion in

the Contingent Workforce 2022." Last year, you inspired us to

embrace and adopt the need for inclusion in contingent labor. This

year, we’re focused on turning intent into action, because what gets

measured gets done.

You have the power to create change within your organization, so let's

make work a better place, together.

Ashish Kaushal, CEO, HireTalent & Founder, Consciously Unbiased

Please Join Us

Please join Ashish Kaushal, CEO of HireTalent & Founder of Consciously Unbiased,

and Barry Asin, President of SIA, as they discuss key insights from the second

edition of the special report, "The Future of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion in the

Contingent Workforce 2022,” on Wednesday, June 22nd at 1pm ET. Register here! 

 

Get The Report

In these pages, you will find a guide on how to get started in advancing DEI for

contingent workers within your organization—or how to go deeper, because it’s not a

one-size-fits-all and companies are in various stages of this journey. We cover the

current state of contingent DEI, the top barriers, and include a playbook with real-

world action steps for greater success.

CONNECT

We hope you "like" us

 

DOWNLOAD REPORT
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